
 

ATLANTIC COUNTY GOVERNMENT 

 

JOB ANNOUNCEMENT 
     

      PLEASE POST                           Posting Date: 6/24/22 

 

                    Closing Date: 7/1/22 

    TITLE: Health Benefits and Compensation Manager 

              

    SALARY: $50,047 - $65,847       Hours: 40   X    35      _

           

    DEPARTMENT: Administrative Services                Union:        Mgmt     X            

 

    LOCATION: Atlantic City              NJCSC Test Required: Yes    X    No ___  

 

                   Grant Funded: Yes ___ No    X    

DEFINITION 

 

Under direction of a supervisory official, administers the County’s employee benefits and compensation 

program, which may include retirement plans, leave policies, wellness programs and contracts, and insurance 

policies and budgets; oversees enrollment, renewal, and delivery of benefits to the employees; analyzes data on 

wages and salaries, and makes recommendations; monitors laws and regulations and market trends and their 

application to the benefits and compensation program. Performs and oversees work involving a variety of 

complex problems pertaining to the processing of enrollments, adjustments, terminations for employee 

insurance and benefits plans; supervises a small unit of subordinates in the Office of Health Benefits, and has 

charge of data processing, administrative practices, budget, and/or other operational studies of the organization; 

does related work as required.  Knowledge of labor contracts preferred. Candidates must have experience in 

personnel policy and procedures. Strong writing skills and computer skills (Excel in particular) required. 

 

REQUIREMENTS: 

  

EDUCATION: 

 

Graduation from an accredited college or university with a Bachelor's degree. Degree in Human Resources or 

related fields a plus. 

 

NOTE: Applicants  who do not meet the  above  educational  requirement   may  substitute  additional  work   

experience   as  described  below  on  a  year-for-year  basis  with  thirty  (30)  semester hour credits being 

equal to one (1) year of experience. 

 

EXPERIENCE: 

 

Three (3) years of experience in analyzing, evaluating, and providing advice to management on such matters as 

work methods and procedures, communications, organizational structure, budget, manpower utilization, 

distribution   of   work   assignments, delegation of authority, policy development, records management, or 

similar areas with the objective of improving managerial effectiveness.   

 



Graduation from an accredited college or university with  a Master's  degree  in  Business  Administration,  

Public  Administration,  Industrial Management,  Industrial  Engineering,  Industrial  Psychology, Political 

Science, or Government  may  be substituted for one (1) year of work experience. 

 

 

EXAMPLES OF WORK: 

 

Supervises the Office of Health Benefits Unit working to develop criteria for the measurement of effectiveness 

and performance. 

 

Performs and may supervise a small unit of employees involved in the completion and processing of various 

forms required for enrollments, adjustments, termination and additions to employee insurance, benefits plans, 

which may include those required for union dues, garnishments and other required deductions from salary. 

 

Supervises and oversees the work of the Designated Employer Representative, who is the main point of contact 

between the employer, donor and drug testing provider and who is authorized to take immediate action to 

remove employees from safety-sensitive duties, to make decisions required in the testing process, and to 

receive test results. 

 

Prepares analyses of government programs and functions including issued papers and program memoranda. 

 

Develops recommendations designed to resolve issues and prepares alternative program proposals. 

 

Reviews, checks, verify and edit reports, computer printouts and other documents for accuracy. 

 

Researches and answers complex inquiries and resolves complaints. 

 

 Provides information regarding employee benefits and eligibility requirements. 

 

 Determines creditable service to compute retirement eligibility dates. 

 

 Prepares or supervises the preparation of scheduled and supplementary reports of contributions deductions, 

arrearages and surpluses. 

 

Reviews    programs   and   activities   and   evaluates    their administration, objectives, efficiency, 

effectiveness, and suitability. 

 

Plans and carries out continuing studies of operating units regarding the organization, functions, staffing 

patterns, work procedures, and workflow to obtain  information  to  appraise existing conditions and improve 

operating efficiency. 

 

Provides policy guidance and assistance to operating personnel in the preparation of schedules outlining the 

essential steps to be taken in the installation of and/or conversion to data processing 

 systems. 

 

Prepares work  plans  and  formulates  operating  procedures  to  implement and facilitate the work of the 

program or unit. 

 

Prepares formal recommendations as suggested by the analysis and review of budgets, programs, performance, 

and workload. 

 



Participates in the conducting of budget hearings,  performs pre-analysis  of  significant program requests  in  

agency  budget  requests, and prepares analyses for use at budget hearings. 

 

Confers with the heads of agencies to  bring  about  greater  effectiveness  in  attaining program, management,  

and  financial  policies and goals. 

 

Confers with  consultants  and officials,  public  and  private,  concerning procedures or organizations which 

may bring about more  effective government administrative procedures and programs. 

 

Plans, organizes, and assigns the work of the organizational unit and evaluates employee performance and  

conduct,  enabling  the  effective   recommendation of the hiring, firing, promoting,  and disciplining of 

subordinates. 

 

 Under supervision of department managerial staff, formulates new  plans,  policies,  and programs to enhance 

the  effectiveness  of  programs and to improve or broaden established programs. 

 

 Prepares recommendations for changes in existing programs  and  policies. 

 

 Gives talks before lay and professional groups. 

 

 Plans, conducts, and/or   participates   in   workshops   and conferences. 

 

 Assigns, instructs, and supervises the work performance of the  unit or program. 

  

 Prepares, edits, and distributes administrative and instructional material pertaining to department activities. 

 

 Prepares and directs the preparation of extensive correspondence. 

 

 Prepares  clear,  technically sound, accurate,  and  informative,  statistical,  budget,  fiscal,  procedural,  and  

other   reports  containing findings, conclusions, and recommendations. 

 

 Supervises  the  maintenance of essential records,  reports,  and  files. 

 

 Will  be required to learn to utilize various types of electronic and/or   manual recording and computerized 

information systems used  by  the agency, office, or related units. 

 

 

KNOWLEDGE AND ABILITIES: 

 

Knowledge of management functions, theories, and technique. 

 

Knowledge of organizational and management processes. 

 

Knowledge  of  the  role  of  management  analysis  in  achieving  organizational goals. 

 

Knowledge  of  basic trends and current developments  in  general  management. 

 

Knowledge  of  modern  budget  and administrative  practices  and  procedures,   problems,   and  analysis  with   

interdepartmental   budgeting,  administrative practices  and  procedures,  and  with  overall operations.  

 

Knowledge of programs, responsibilities, functions, organization,  budget, and operating procedures of 

multifunctional organizations  or agencies. 



 

Knowledge  of  statistical theory, practice, and  techniques  and  their   application  to  budget  preparation  and  

analysis   and  evaluation of administrative procedures. 

 

 Knowledge of and skill in supervisory techniques. 

 

 Ability to plan and execute a management analysis program. 

 

 Ability  to  read  and understand the laws  of  New  Jersey,  the  pertinent  regulations of the federal 

government, and the  rules,  regulations,  standards, policies, and procedures  pertaining  to  budgets  and  

budget  control  and  administrative,  fiscal,  and  related procedures. 

 

 Ability  to  organize  assigned technical  analysis,  evaluation,  related work, and develop effective work 

methods.  

 

 Ability   to  analyze,  interpret,  and  apply  basic   law   and  regulations to specific situations. 

 

 Ability to make and supervise continuing studies and analyses  to  determine  budget  requirements, the 

necessity  of  revisions  in  administrative   procedures  and   programs,   and   to   prevent  inefficiency and 

waste. 

 

 Ability  to  provide  policy  guidance  and  assistance  in   the  preparation  of  schedules outlining the essential  

steps  to  be  taken  in  the installation and/or conversion to data  processing 

 systems. 

 

 Ability  to  prepare and supervise the preparation  of  extensive  statistical and financial data. 

 

 Ability  to  use  basic information to develop  standards  to  be  applied  to  administrative practices and 

procedures and  budgets  and to review budget requests critically using basic data. 

 

 Ability  to  assign, instruct, and supervise the work performance  of technical staff. 

 

 Ability  to  plan  and supervise the review of  agency  operating  procedures  and  provide  advice  and  

assistance  to  department  officers on matters pertaining to operating requirements,  fiscal  procedures, and 

budget requests. 

 

 Ability  to  make and supervise field investigations  on  matters  relating to expansion, needs, positions, and 

groups of positions. 

 

 Ability  to  conduct negotiations for the initiation of  projects  and for the approval of recommendations. 

 

 Ability to communicate effectively both orally and in writing. 

 

 Ability  to  prepare  clear, accurate,  and  informative  reports  containing findings, conclusions, and 

recommendations. 

 

 Ability  to  select  and apply established  practices,  theories,  techniques,  and  methodologies of  management  

to  the  problems  encountered. 

 

 Ability  to  exercise  creativity in  identifying  and  proposing  solutions to management problems. 

  

 Ability  to understand the roles and responsibilities of  various  levels of management. 



 

 Ability  to  gather, assemble, correlate, and analyze  facts  and  draw conclusions therefrom. 

 Ability  to comprehend, evaluate, and objectively analyze complex  management problems. 

 

 Ability to develop solutions to management problems logically and  systematically. 

 

 Ability  to  learn to utilize various types of electronic  and/or  manual  recording  and information systems 

used  by  the  agency,  office, or related units. 

 

 Ability  to  read,  write, speak, understand, or  communicate  in  English  sufficiently  to perform the duties  of  

this  position.   American   Sign  Language or Braille may also  be  considered  as  acceptable forms of  

communication. Persons  with  mental or physical disabilities  are  eligible  as  long as they can perform the 

essential functions of the job after  reasonable accommodation is made to their known limitations.   If  the   

accommodation  cannot be made because it  would  cause  the  employer undue hardship, such persons may not 

be eligible. 

Interested, qualified applicants should apply online at http://www.atlantic-county.org/ 

Alternatively, applications may be mailed to the 

Atlantic County Division of Human Resources 

1333 Atlantic Avenue, Atlantic City, NJ  08401 

- We are an Equal Opportunity Employer - 

 

http://www.atlantic-county.org/

